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ABSTRACT In (k, n) threshold secret sharing, a secret is converted into n shares such that any threshold
k or more shares allow for the reconstruction of this secret; however, the total storage cost increases.
By contrast, asymmetric secret sharing reduces the total shares to be stored. When implementing secret
sharing in the cloud, if malicious players submit forged shares during the reconstruction process, the
reconstructed value will differ from the original secret. Therefore, a method that quickly verifies the integrity
of the restored secret should be developed. Many research papers investigate cheater detection/identification
for (k, n) threshold secret sharing. However, most of them require additional information, such as an
authenticator. Harn et al. proposed a method for cheat detection using only the shares for (k, n) threshold
secret sharing. In this study, we improved and extended the method proposed by Harn et al. to realize the
detection and identification of shares forgery (cheating) in asymmetric secret sharing suitable for a cloud
system. The proposed method uses the shares generated during asymmetric secret sharing to reconstruct
and verify the secret. We also included an attack that assumes a cloud system and shows that most methods
cannot work against it. Finally, we discussed the requirements for a secret sharing scheme suitable for the
cloud and showed that the proposed method is ideal for use in a cloud environment.

INDEX TERMS Secret sharing, verifiable secret sharing, probability of successful cheating

I. INTRODUCTION

SECRET sharing is one method for concealing and storing
important data [1], [2]. A (k, n) threshold secret sharing

is a method in which a single piece of secret information (in-
put) is divided into n different values (known as shares) and
stored in n different servers. The original secret information
can be reconstructed from any k (k ≤ n) number of shares,
where k is the threshold. However, any of the k − 1 or a
smaller number of shares does not reveal secret information,
thereby realizing information-theoretic security. The classic
method for (k, n) threshold secret sharing is Shamir’s (k, n)
threshold secret sharing (hereinafter referred to as Shamir’s
(k, n) method) [1].

However, the problem with the secret sharing method
is that one piece of secret information is converted into
n shares; therefore, the total amount of data to be stored
increases by n times. A ramp secret sharing that reduces
the share size has been proposed [3]; however, the required
number of servers remains constant at n. When consider-

ing the security of ramp secret sharing, the secret informa-
tion may leak in stages according to the number of shares
leaked. An asymmetric secret-sharing method that reduces
the number of shares to be stored (i.e., the number of servers
required) has been proposed [4]. Because the asymmetric
secret-sharing method can reduce the number of servers to at
most k − 1 servers, it can be configured with a minimum of
only one server. However, the security achieved regarding the
confidentiality of secret information is computational rather
than information-theoretical.

Shamir’s (k, n) method maintains the confidentiality of
secret information even against the leakage of up to k − 1
shares. However, even if one false share is included during
the reconstruction process, the correct result cannot be re-
stored. There are many verifiable secrets sharing methods
based on Shamir’s (k, n) method that realize verification
functionality to verify the correctness of the reconstructed
result [5]–[27]. However, most of the proposed methods
thus far often require additional data other than the original
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shares to verify the correctness of the reconstructed result,
and the probability of successful cheating cannot be set to
0. Here, the cheating success rate refers to the probability
that the adversary’s cheating will succeed by chance, and
malicious activity cannot be verified even if the shares have
been tampered with.

An error correction code is one method that reduces the
probability of cheating success to zero [14], [28]. However,
this method requires many servers to store parity checks.
Moreover, when an error (or false share) exists, the total
computational cost is much higher than that of other con-
ventional methods because of the error correction process.
In addition, Harn et al. proposed a verification method that
uses only the original shares [20]; however, there are complex
cases to be considered. In addition, although the probability
of cheating success has not been described, it is assumed that
the probability of cheating success cannot be set to zero, and
the total computation cost also increases significantly as n
and k increase.

However, the above verification methods only consider
the security related to the reconstruction of one secret input
and do not examine the security when many secret inputs
are distributed and stored in the cloud system. This study
describes another attack method for storing many secret
inputs using the secret-sharing method and shows that most
conventional verification methods cannot cope with it.

Moreover, in this study, the asymmetric secret-sharing
method (which cannot verify the correctness of the restored
value) is extended to realize verification functionality using
only the original distributed shares. Furthermore, we set the
requirements for a verifiable secret-sharing method suitable
for the cloud and show that the proposed method meets all
the requirements well.

Conventional attack (cheating) methods can be classified
into a CDV model (that assumes that the adversary knows the
secret information) and an OKS model (that assumes that the
adversary does not know the secret information). This study
considers the OKS model and subsequently extends it to the
CDV model and discusses its security.

A. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
This study focuses on solving the problem of verifying the
correctness of reconstructed secret information when using
threshold secret sharing. We propose a simple process of
verification using asymmetric secret sharing that can verify
the correctness of the reconstructed result by performing
several reconstructions. The proposed method minimizes the
total amount of information needed to be stored compared
to other conventional methods, including the original (k, n)
threshold secret sharing method proposed by Shamir [1]. The
contributions of this study can be summarized as follows.

• We propose a new verification method that extends the
original asymmetric secret sharing. Moreover, in our
proposed method, only the original shares generated are
used to perform an efficient verification process without
additional information, such as the authenticator data

used in most common methods. This was implemented
by performing multiple reconstructions using the shares
to find any variations in the reconstructed results. We
also include a detailed security analysis of the proposed
method.

• We introduced the idea of a data replacement attack
when considering an application in a cloud system
where there is a lot of data being stored at once (by
contrast, most conventional verification methods only
considered a single secret/reconstructed information).
We demonstrate that our proposed method is secure
against this type of attack. Additionally, we discuss the
security of conventional methods against this type of
attack.

• We show that our proposed verification method using
secret sharing can also be extended to be secure against
the CDV model of cheating, where the adversary knows
the actual secret information and tries to cheat the
owner.

• In addition, we propose the requirements for an ideal
verifiable secret sharing in a cloud system. We present
a clear evaluation of our proposed method and other
conventional methods against the set requirements and
show that our method can fulfill the set requirements
efficiently.

• Finally, we include a detailed comparison, including the
computation cost and probability of cheating success
for our proposed methods and conventional verifiable
secret sharing methods. We show that our proposed
method requires only t times of pseudorandom number
generation and g times of reconstruction.

B. ORGANIZATIONS
The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the building blocks of our proposed method, and
Section III explains related work. In Section IV, we present
our new protocols for realizing verifiable secret sharing and
discuss the security of our proposed method. In Section
V, we discuss the effectiveness of our method and other
conventional methods for the CDV model of cheating and
security against clouds. Finally, in Section VI, we compare
the proposed method with conventional methods, and clarify
the characteristics (and advantages) of our method.

II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce fundamental backgrounds and
techniques used in the proposed method.

A. DEFINITIONS OF A VERIFIABLE SECRET SHARING
A secret sharing method that is capable of detecting cheating
(or forging of shares) was first presented by Tompa et al. [30],
where k − 1 or less dishonest players submit "false" shares
during the reconstruction process. The cheating will succeed
if a player reconstructs an incorrect secret information. Veri-
fiable secret sharing enables players to verify that their shares
of a (k, n) threshold secret sharing are consistently generated
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by the dealer. To rephrase, without revealing the secret and
the shares, players can verify that any subset of k or more
than k shares define the same secret, but any subset of fewer
than k shares cannot determine the same secret [17]. One of
the first notions and objectives of verifiable secret sharing as
defined by Benaloh as follows [29].
Notion 1. k-consistency:

A set of n shares is said to be consistent if any subset of k
of the n shares defines the same secret.

In this study, we emphasize the specific problem of cheater
detection and/or identification by the retriever for asymmetric
secret sharing, such that there is only a small probability that
any subsets of malicious servers can fabricate their shares to
deceive the retriever during the reconstruction.

B. CDV AND OKS MODELS
In this study, we realize a verifiable asymmetric secret
sharing system that can detect shares forgery by malicious
adversaries. For example, suppose a scenario where col-
luding malicious players want to cheat another player by
submitting forged shares during the reconstruction process
so that the reconstructed value is different from the original
secret information. Typically, such a cheating scenario can be
modeled in two ways: CDV [16] and OKS [15] models. The
main difference in both models lies in the knowledge of the
cheaters, as shown below:

• CDV model: Carpentiari, De Santis, and Vaccaro (CDV)
first considered a model in which cheaters who know the
secret try to make another user reconstruct invalid secret
information.

• OKS model: Ogata, Kurosawa, and Stinson (OKS) in-
troduced another model assuming a weaker cheater who
does not know the secret in forging their shares.

C. (K,N) THRESHOLD SECRET SHARING
Secret sharing is known as (k, n) threshold secret sharing
when it satisfies the following conditions:

• Any k − 1 or fewer shares reveal no information about
the original secret input s;

• Any k or more shares enable the reconstruction of the
original secret input s.

The classic method for (k, n) threshold secret sharing is
the Shamir (k, n) method [1]. In this method, all computa-
tions were performed in a finite field GF (p).

Shamir’s (k, n) method uses the following protocols for
the distribution and reconstruction of secret input s.

Protocol 1: Distribution of secret input s
1) Selects any prime number p such that s < p and n < p.
2) The dealer selects k − 1 random numbers ai (i =

1, . . . , k − 1) from GF (p) and generates a random
polynomial f(x) as follows:

f(x) = s+ a1x+ · · ·+ ak−1x
k−1 (1)

3) The dealer inserts the ID xj (j = 1, . . . , n) of each
server into x in Equation (1), calculates the shares

f(xj) = Wj corresponding to each ID, and sends them
to all servers.

Protocol 2: Reconstruction of secret input s
1) The player who wants to restore secret input s collects

any k shares and their pair of IDs. Let us assume that
the shares are Wh (h = 1, . . . , k) and its corresponding
IDs are xh.

2) Substituting xh and Wh into Equation (1) and solving
k simultaneous equations to obtain the secret input s.

From the above, the computed shares become a point
on the curve of the polynomial function f(x), and the re-
construction of the secret input is a process of reproducing
Equation (1) from the collected k points.

D. ASYMMETRIC SECRET SHARING
In the (k, n) threshold secret sharing method, the total shares
generated cannot be made smaller than the original secret
information (there is a problem in which the storage capacity
efficiency is poor). A (k, L, n) ramp secret sharing was
proposed to solve this problem, where the data size of the
share is reduced by 1/L [3]. There was a problem in which
the secret information could leak gradually even when shares
were below the threshold k. Therefore, instead of reducing
the data size of the share itself, asymmetric secret sharing
was proposed to reduce the total number of shares held by
computing servers [4].

In the original asymmetric secret sharing [4], t servers
are selected from n servers as key servers (by contrast,
the proposed method can eliminate the need for any key
servers). Because these key servers do not hold any shares
regarding the secret information but only the information
(key) for generating pseudo-random numbers, the total num-
ber of shares can be reduced. Each key server generates a
pseudo-random number in response to the user’s request,
and the user determines the distribution function by using
the generated pseudo-random numbers as shares. The shares
possessed by the remaining servers are then calculated using
the distribution function determined. A server that stores
shares regarding secret information is called a data server.

In addition, ID[y] (y = 1, . . . , r) is assigned to each
user who distributes his/her own secret information for user
identification and dID[sij ] (i = 1, . . . ,m) is assigned to
each of the m secret information s1j , . . . , smj (j = 1, . . . , r)
possessed by each user for data identification.

The construction of asymmetric secret sharing is as fol-
lows. First, the following distribution function f(x) is gen-
erated for each secret information sij (i = 1, . . . ,m, j =
1, . . . , r). Here, all computations were performed in GF (p).

f(x) = sij + ai1x+ ai2x
2 + · · ·+ aik−1x

k−2 (2)

Each server sends the value f(xj) = Wij obtained when
each server identifier xj is assigned to the aforementioned
f(x) as a shared Wij . In addition, the data identification
dID[sij ] assigned to each secret information must be smaller
than the data size of the secret information, and the following
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relation holds between dID[sij ] and sij . Here, H(A|B)
represents the entropy related to A when the information B
is known.

H(sij) = H (sij |ID[sij ]) (3)

The user then sends the user identifier ID[y] (y =
1, . . . , r) to the key server, and using the key keyj that the key
server has and the received ID[y], the key server computes
the following and sends it to the user: Here, it is assumed that
Enc(a, b) represents the process of encrypting a by using key
b.

Eid(y, j) = Enc(ID[y], keyj) (j = 1, . . . , t) (4)

The user then uses this information to encrypt their data
identifier dID[sij ] and generates the encryption result qij =
Enc(dID[sij ], Eid(y, j)) for all m secret pieces of infor-
mation. The coefficients ai1, . . . , aik−1 in the distribution
function for each secret information si (i = 1, . . . ,m) are
defined as W1j = q1j ,W2j = q2j , . . . ,Wmj = qmj , so that
they correspond to the information of the key server. We also
include the detailed protocols for the original asymmetric
secret sharing in Appendix A.

III. PREVIOUS WORK FOR VSS
In this section, we review the known works for realizing
verifiable secret sharing, in particular, detection and iden-
tification of malicious actions. Some methods for realiz-
ing verifiable secret sharing include the process of using
additional data called an authenticator that has a specific
relationship with the secret input (hereinafter referred to as
the authenticator method) [5]–[8], [10]–[13], the method of
detecting and correcting false shares (or errors) using Reed-
Solomon code (referred to as the RS method) [14], and a
method that can verify the reconstructed result using only the
distributed shares (for example, Harn et al.’s method [20]),
etc.

The details of the typical authenticator method, RS
method, and Harn et al.’s method are shown below.

A. AUTHENTICATOR METHOD THAT EXPONENTIATES
THE SECRET INPUTS
Using a = s2, which is the square of the secret input s,
as an authenticator, s and a are then secret-shared; if the
reconstructed result satisfies the condition of a = s2,we
can assume that there is no cheating (or false shares) [6].
However, the correctness of the secret input cannot be ver-
ified using GF (2m). If the adversary tampers with the shares
of both the secret information and authenticator, both false
secret input s′ = s+△s and false authenticator a′ = a+△a
are restored.

At this time, the adversary must set a′ = (s′)2 for the
cheating to succeed. However, in GF (2m), the adversary can
generate an error such that △a = 2s△ s+ (△s)2 = (△s)2;
therefore, the probability of cheating success is one. There-
fore, there is a limitation that GF (2m) is not used.

In addition, even if GF (2m) is not used, the reconstructed
result using a false share may occur as a′ = (s′)2; therefore,

the probability of cheating success is 1/p. Moreover, because
the shares for the authenticator are stored in addition to the
shares of the secret information, each server’s total required
storage cost is doubled. Similarly, the method with improved
resistance to GF (2m) also has the limitation that no finite
field can be used because the adversary’s cheating success
rate is 1 when GF (3m) is used [7].

B. AUTHENTICATOR METHOD THAT DECOMPOSES
SECRET INFORMATION INTO BIT STRINGS

The method in [8] is specialized for verification in GF (22m).
The secret information s is first decomposed into half, the bit
string s = (s1, s2) is generated, and the secret information
s and authenticator a = s1s2 are secret-shared. Only if
the reconstructed secret information s

′
and authenticator a

′

fulfilled the following condition, the reconstructed result was
considered valid.

a′ = s′1s
′
2 (5)

This method does not adapt to any bit string. Method
[8] is valid only when the bit length is even and the secret
information s ∈ GF (22m). However, the method proposed
in [5] also decomposes the secret information into N bits,
but it is valid only when s ∈ GF (2Nm) and an arbitrary field
cannot be set. In addition, the required storage cost increases
because the shares of the authenticator are also saved. In
addition, the probability of successful cheating was 1/p.

From the above, the authenticator method can verify the
reconstructed result efficiently by simply reconstructing and
comparing the secret information and the authenticator. But,
very few methods can identify dishonest servers. However,
the authenticator method has no restrictions on the parame-
ters n, k, and in many cases, n ≥ k can be realized.

C. VERIFIABLE SECRET SHARING BASED ON
REED-SOLOMON (RS) CODE

Shamir’s (k, n) method can be constructed using the RS
code [14], [28]. Because this method can detect all cheating
within the set error range, the cheating success probability
can be set to 0, identifying dishonest servers. However, if the
secret input is saved as one share, it will be leaked simply by
attacking the server. Therefore, the secret input is encrypted
by a linear combination of k− 1 random numbers to form an
information sequence.

When the error correction capability for the false share
of the e symbol is given, 2e parity symbols are attached to
it. Therefore, the number of shares is more significant than
other methods, and many computing servers are required.
In addition, the error correction code is performed during
the distribution process, and if the syndrome during recon-
struction is not zero, an error correction process is required;
therefore, the total computation cost is much higher than that
of the other methods and is not efficient.
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D. HARN ET AL.’S METHOD
Consider j > k shares out of n shares. In this case, there is a
set of shares u =j Ck, and u values can be reconstructed. If
the u restored values match, the j distributed shares are valid.
In other words, it is recognized that the selected j shares are
on the same curve as the polynomial function. By contrast, if
the reconstructed values do not match, it is assumed that the
j shares contain invalid shares. To rephrase, a share that does
not exist on the same curve is a false share.

Therefore, in Harn et al.’s method [20], reconstruction is
performed for all combinations of n ≥ j ≥ k shares, and
matching of the reconstructed values is verified. If servers
corresponding to j shares with the same reconstructed value
are found, then the values for the remaining servers are
individually restored to identify the dishonest server. In the
following, the number of dishonest servers or adversaries is
c. Additionally, we consider the following three adversaries
separately.

Adversary 1: Non-colluding adversary
The presence or absence of false shares can be detected

when j ≥ k + 1, and the dishonest servers can be identified
when j − c > k.

Adversary 2: c adversaries collude; however, the shares are
output simultaneously and cannot be changed.

The presence or absence of false shares can be detected
when ((c < k) ∩ (j ≥ k + 1)) ∪ ((c ≥ k) ∩ (j − c ≥ k)),
and dishonest servers can be identified when:
((c < k) ∩ (j − c ≥ k + 1))∪((c ≥ k) ∩ (j − c ≥ c+ k − 1))

Adversary 3: c adversaries collude but can change the output
shares after seeing the output from an honest server.

The presence or absence of false shares can be detected
when j − c ≥ k, and the dishonest servers can be identified
when (j ≥ k + 1) ∩ (j − c ≥ c+ k − 1).

From the above, Harn et al.’s method does not include
n = k, and complicated case classification is performed on
the premise that n > k. Moreover, cheating and dishonest
servers can be identified only if the conditions in each case
are satisfied. In addition, because reconstructions are per-
formed jCk times, the computational cost becomes enormous
as j and k become large.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD
References [5]–[8] demonstrate that cheating could be de-
tected by using additional information (e.g., authenticator).
However, the required storage cost of each server will in-
crease due to the additional information needed. However,
Harn et al. demonstrated that cheating could be detected
and identified by using only the original shares generated
by Shamir’s (k, n) method. However, as mentioned previ-
ously, the inability to perform detection and identification
of cheaters when each condition is not fully satisfied is the
greatest disadvantage of the Harn et al. method. Moreover,
the distribution of input using Shamir’s (k, n) method in [20],

where n shares are generated for each input, means that the
total data saved increases.

In this study, we enhance the Harn et al. method to realize
the detection and identification of cheaters efficiently without
using any additional information, such as authenticators used
in [5], [6], and [7]. To achieve this, instead of Shamir’s (k, n)
method, we implement asymmetric secret sharing in [4] and
reduce the total number of shares to be stored, thus reducing
the number of servers required. However, in the proposed
method, we further improve the secret-sharing method in [4]
such that the role of key servers is realized by the owner,
further reducing the number of servers required. In addition,
we improved the cheating detection process such that detec-
tion and identification of cheaters are possible with fewer
conditions needing to be fulfilled, thus producing a better
result than in Harn et al.’s method. A detailed comparison
of computational cost and advantages/disadvantages of each
method is presented in Section V.

A. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The Shamir (k, n) method is used to share secret input. In
addition, n server IDs x1, . . . , xn are made available to the
public. However, all IDs are different and do not include
0. In addition, n > k, and all computations are performed
using the prime number p. Furthermore, we consider an OKS
model that assumes that the adversary does not know the
secret input. Moreover, any data that can be represented by
a sequence of bits can be transferred in the proposed method.
For example, a number, a character in a document, a pixel in
an image, etc.

In typical (k, n) threshold secret sharing, n servers are
treated equally. However, in asymmetric secret sharing, n
servers are divided into t key-servers that manage keys and
g = n − t data-servers that store shares. In the proposed
method, the keys of the server are managed by the owner of
the secret input. In this case, the owner can generate t keys at
once by using a pseudo-random number generator with one
initial value. Therefore, for transferring one data, the owner
needs to remember one initial value (for generating t keys)
and one key (for generating pseudo-random numbers in Step
1 of Protocol 3).

Therefore, n servers are not treated equally, and there are
virtually no key servers because the owner can manage the
keys securely on their PC or smartphone. Protocol 3 is the
same process as asymmetric secret sharing, and for ease of
understanding, we assume t = k−1. In addition, the number
of data servers is assumed to be 2 ≤ g ≤ k−1. Furthermore,
considering that a large number of secret inputs are secret-
shared and stored in the cloud, the information that identifies
m secret inputs is expressed as ID[si] (i = 1, . . . ,m) (we
will explain this in detail below).

However, H(si) = H(si|ID[si]) and ID[si] were deter-
mined independently of si.

Protocol 3: Distribution Process
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1) The owner has t keys keyj (j = 1, . . . , t) corre-
sponding to t key servers and encrypts the secret input
identifier ID[si] (i = 1, . . . ,m). Then, t number of
pseudo-random numbers qij is generated for each i.
However, Enc(x, y) implies that x is encrypted with
y.

qij = Enc(ID[si], keyj) (6)

2) The owner uses the pseudo-random number sequence
Q = [qi1, . . . , qit]

T generated in Step 1 and the fol-
lowing ID sequence of the key-servers, and computes
the coefficient vector A(i) = [ai1, . . . , aik−1]

T of
Equation (1) from the following Equation (8).

X ′ =

x1 · · · xk−1
1

...
. . .

...
xt · · · xk−1

t

 (7)

qi1...
qit

 =

si...
si

+

x1 · · · xk−1
1

...
. . .

...
xt · · · xk−1

t


 ai1

...
aik−1

 (8)

3) The owner uses the coefficient vector generated in
Step 2 and computes shares Wit+1, . . . ,Win for data
servers xt+1, . . . , xn using the same procedure as in
the (k, n) threshold secret sharing method. It is then
sent to each data server together with ID[si].

4) The data servers store the ID[si] and Wij in associa-
tion with each other.

Protocol 4: Reconstruction Process
1) The owner sends the ID[si] of the secret input that they

want to reconstruct to all data servers and use his/her
key keyj to generate t pseudo-random numbers qij =
Enc(ID[si], keyj).

2) Data servers that receive the ID[si] sends the corre-
sponding shares Wij to the owner.

3) Regarding the generated t pseudo-random numbers qij ,
the owner selects shares from g data servers individu-
ally and reconstructs the secret input. This reconstruc-
tion was repeated g times.

4) If two or more reconstructed values match, the owner
assumes that the data servers used for the reconstruc-
tion are honest and adopts the reconstructed result.

5) The owner identifies servers that do not match the
restored values as malicious servers. When all the
reconstructed values do not match, they are not adopted
because of an unknown error.

B. SECURITY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
The security of the asymmetric secret sharing method is that
as long as

1) there are only k − 1 or fewer data servers,
2) the owner manages the key securely, and
3) the adversary has no information on the pseudo-

random number (=shares) generated from the key,

the adversary will not be able to obtain any secret information
even if they attack all the data servers. In addition, in con-
ventional methods (including Shamir’s (k, n) method), secret
information is leaked if k shares are collected owing to server
leakage, even if the owner does not allow it. However, in the
asymmetric secret sharing method, if the owner manages its
key securely, secret information will not be leaked, even if
the information of all data servers is leaked. However, the
asymmetric secret-sharing method will fail if the adversary
can learn the generated pseudorandom number even without
knowing the key. The asymmetric secret-sharing method only
realizes computational security that depends on the pseudo-
random number generation method used.

The security for realizing completeness is as follows.
The prime p is assumed to be sufficiently large. As with
confidentiality, if the owner keeps the key used secure, t =
k − 1 shares generated from that key are always correct and
unknown to the adversary. Therefore, if the reconstruction
process is performed while changing the shares from the
data server one by one, the detection of malicious activity is
possible, except in the case of the following accidental match.

For example, if the false shares output by two data servers
lies on the same straight line, even if they are combined with
other k − 1 valid shares, malicious cannot be detected. Here,
the second “false” share happens to be on the invalid curve
restored using the first “false” share, and the probability of
successful cheating by the adversary is 1/p. However, when
there are three data servers, the third share must also be on the
same invalid curve for cheating to succeed, and the cheating
success probability drops to 1/p2. Therefore, if the number
of data servers is g, then the probability of cheating success
is 1/pg−1.

The asymmetric secret sharing method can also be applied
to t ≤ k − 1 (it suffices to pre-determine k − 1 − t
number of aij in the coefficient vector A(i)). Therefore,
when t = k − 2, with t correct shares, the third “false”
share must be on the same invalid curve generated from the
first two “false” shares; therefore, the probability of cheating
success is 1/pg−2.

Therefore, regarding the completeness of our proposed
method, the probability that the adversary can cheat success-
fully can be minimized by setting the number of key servers
to t = k − 1 and data servers to g = n − t = k − 1 ≥ 2.
However, since k − 1 ≥ 2, parameter k needs to be three or
more, and k = 2 cannot be selected.

Here the original asymmetric secret sharing realizes only
the confidentiality of secret information because the secret
information can be reconstructed using only one data server
by selecting k = 2. However, parameter k and the number
of servers will increase when considering compatibility with
completeness. We discuss this further in Section IV.

If two or more reconstructed values match during the g
times of reconstructions, i.e., if two data servers are honest in
the proposed method, malicious servers can be identified.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONSIDERATION
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A. SECURITY AGAINST CDV MODEL OF CHEATING
The algorithm presented in Section IV is also valid for the
CDV cheating model. However, the number of data servers g
must be 2 ≤ g ≤ k−2. Therefore, parameter k must be more
than four.

In the CDV model, the adversary knows the secret infor-
mation. If the owner who wishes to reconstruct their secret
information (the restorer) can be made to get a “false” recon-
structed result, the attack is considered successful. Therefore,
in the case of g = k−1 ≥ 2 shown in Section IV, because the
adversary can reproduce equation (1) (hereinafter referred to
as the distribution polynomial) using k − 1 shares from data
servers and secret information, the adversary will also be able
to learn about all the shares given by the owner.

In other words, if the adversary constructs an invalid
curve by combining the shares output by the owner and one
“false” share and sets the other “false” shares to also follow
the invalid curve, no matter which data server is used, the
reconstructed “false” result will always match, and the attack
will succeed.

However, if the number of data servers g is set such
that 2 ≤ g ≤ k − 2, the adversary cannot reproduce the
distribution polynomial even if they know all the shares
stored in the data servers in addition to the original secret
information. Therefore, it is impossible to know all the shares
computed by the owner. Thus, the attack fails. However, it
has a probability of cheating success of 1/pg−1 because of a
coincidence match.

However, consider the security of other conventional meth-
ods against the CDV model of cheating. In the authenticator
method, if the adversary can know the shares of k − 1
servers, the distribution polynomial can be reproduced from
k−1 shares and secret information. Therefore, the remaining
shares held by n − k + 1 honest servers can also be known.
Thus, if k − 1 malicious servers are made to hold “false”
shares that can be verified against a valid share, the attack will
succeed. By contrast, the asymmetric secret-sharing method
can manipulate the number of data servers used. However, the
authenticator method cannot prevent this because the number
of servers is n ≥ k, and n cannot be set to be less than k.

In the RS method, the distribution polynomial can be
reproduced from k − 1 shares and secret information. The
parity is also known; however, it is challenging to find a code
with the same parity for different information sequences.
In conclusion the RS method is effective against the CDV
model.

The effectiveness of Harn et al.’s method against the CDV
model will be discussed later.

B. ATTACKS ON CLOUD STORAGE OF LARGE
AMOUNTS OF SECRET INFORMATION
Consider the case in which the owner secret-shared and stores
multiple secret information in cloud storage. At this time, the
ID[si] that identifies the secret information is associated with
the computed shares and saved. Because ID[si] specifies that
the secret information that the owner wants to reconstruct

during the reconstruction process does not contain the actual
secret information, the owner can send it without any encryp-
tion.

However, the adversary may replace it with a different
ID[s

′

i] instead and sends it to the cloud. Alternatively, even
if ID[si] is encrypted, the adversary can observe past com-
munication and replace the encrypted ID[si] with differ-
ent encrypted information ID[s

′

i] before sending it to the
cloud. Moreover, we could also consider the case where
the adversary is already part of the cloud system and tells
the server an ID[s

′

i] that is different from the ID[si] sent
by the owner. Therefore, to realize completeness, it is also
necessary to consider security against data replacement and
the falsification of shares.

Here, the server sends shares for ID[s
′

i] to the owner. In
the authenticator method, when the shares are collected and
reconstructed, the restored value is adopted if the relationship
between the secret information and the authenticator matches
correctly. However, if the owner specifies the reconstructed
secret information, the attack is considered successful. In RS
and Harn et al.’s methods, a reconstructed result that passes
the verification process can be obtained; however, the attack
still succeeds because it may not be the secret information
specified by the owner.

As aforementioned, if incorrect secret information that the
owner does not specify can be transmitted to the server, the
adversary can get the owner to obtain incorrect secret infor-
mation without tampering with the shares of k−1 servers. In
conventional research on verifiable secret sharing methods,
because only one secret information is assumed, an attack
that replaces the information that specifies the reconstruction
for multiple secret information is not expected, and all attacks
succeed. Hereafter, this attack is called data replacement
attack.

In the proposed method, the data server sends the shares
for ID[s

′

i], but the owner believes that it is the shares for
the ID[si] that they had requested and reconstructed it. An
adversary can get the owner to obtain incorrect reconstructed
secret information using the original asymmetric secret-
sharing method, which realizes only the confidentiality of
the secret information. However, when our proposed method
is used, the shares sent for the k − 1 shares generated by
the owner are shares of other secret information. Therefore,
the reconstructed results were different. The reconstructed
results may also not match if the data servers fail. Thus,
the proposed method could identify that there is a malicious
action, but it cannot differentiate whether the action is caused
by a malicious administrator or broken data server. However,
there is still a 1/p probability for cheating to succeed in
which the two restored values match.

The argument above shows that the owner may not obtain
the correct reconstructed result using our proposed method;
however, the owner will never obtain an incorrect recon-
structed result as a valid result, and the data replacement
attack fails.

This attack can also be dealt with by using the secret
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information linked to the ID[si] as the secret information
and checking the ID and ID[si] during the reconstruction
process. However, the amount of data is expected to increase
further.

In general, the person who can access the data stored in
the cloud is often limited to the owner, as shown in Section V,
and the owner confirms that the reconstructed value is correct
(including when there is server failure) by using verifiable
secret sharing. Therefore, when the servers are managed
correctly, it is unlikely that all the reconstructed results will
be different. The conventional methods cannot detect the data
replacement attack, but the proposed method can; therefore,
it is possible to request an investigation from an organization
that manages the cloud servers.

C. CHEATING SUCCESS RATE OF HARN ET AL’S
METHOD
In the case of Adversary 1, regarding the graph created from
t ≥ j − c number of valid shares and k out of c number of
“false” shares, if the shares of the remaining j − k servers
also lie on the same curve, the reconstructed value will be the
same for any k of the j servers and no malicious activity will
be detected.

Here, if t < k, a “false” share is included, and the
obtained curve is different from the actual distribution poly-
nomial function. Because the correct curve is restored only
if condition t ≥ k is satisfied, shares that do not lie on
the curve can be regarded as “false” shares. However, for
cheating detection only, there is no condition of t ≥ k, so
even if c adversaries do not collude, malice is not detected
if the remaining j − k shares happen to be on the same
“false” curve. Therefore, in the case of Adversary 1, cheating
succeeds with a probability of 1/pj−k.

For identifying malicious servers in Adversary 1, it is
assumed that the number of honest servers is k + 1 or more,
so there are always j servers that match all combinations.
However, if c > k, all combinations can be set to match by
chance, even between dishonest servers, so it is impossible to
determine which is correct, and malicious servers cannot be
identified. Therefore, it can be said that the security of Harn
et al.’s method has not been strictly evaluated.

For Adversary 2, in the case of ((c < k) ∩ (j ≥ k + 1)),
the same argument as for Adversary 1 holds. However, for
the other condition ((c ≥ k) ∩ (j − c ≥ k)) of Adversary 2,
because c ≥ k, the adversary can reproduce the distribution
polynomial function from the shares stored in the server and
know the secret information, and can also know the shares
of honest servers. Therefore, this is the case with the CDV
model.

However, because j − c ≥ k, that is, there are k or more
honest servers, the correct distribution polynomial function
is always restored. If c > k is set from c ≥ k, “false” re-
constructed results can be matched even in dishonest servers;
however, because different reconstructed results exist, cheat-
ing detection can be performed. Therefore, Harn et al.’s
method can handle the case where j − c ≥ k for the CDV

model. However, this condition is not always satisfied. On the
other hand, by setting parameter g to be 2 ≤ g ≤ k−2 in our
proposed method, cheating can always be detected even in
the CDV model, except for the cheating success probability
of 1/pg−1.

In addition, the condition ((c < k) ∩ (j − c ≥ k + 1)) ∪
((c ≥ k) ∩ (j − c ≥ c+ k − 1)) is applied to identify ma-
licious servers in Adversary 2. Only one legitimate set of
servers matches the restored values in the former. By con-
trast, dishonest servers can be identified in the latter because
the number of valid reconstructed results is greater than that
of the invalid reconstructed results.

Because the asymmetric secret-sharing method does not
inform the adversary of the shares generated by the owner,
the situation of Adversary 3 does not exist. Therefore, the
evaluation of Adversary 3 is omitted.

D. COMPARISON OF VERIFIABLE SECRET SHARING
METHODS FOR CLOUD SYSTEM
The following system is assumed when considering the secu-
rity management of secret information using verifiable secret
sharing in the cloud system:

• The system is composed of a cloud system consisting
of multiple computing servers (and its administrator)
and an owner who deposits the secret information in the
cloud.

The owner registers as a user before using the cloud
system. The cloud then allocates the required number of
servers to the owner, whose registration is accepted, and
allows the shares of secret information to be stored. It is
also assumed that the owner maintains the shares of multiple
secret information, but the access is limited (controlled) such
that only the owner can access the stored data.

The service charge of the system increases depending on
the amount of data to be stored and the number of servers
used by the owner. Alternatively, the amount of data that can
be stored and the number of servers that the owner can use
are limited. We also assume that the adversary is inside the
system and knows secret information.

The following can be considered the requirements for ver-
ifiable secret sharing for the cloud system mentioned above.

Requirements:
• The amount of data to be saved and the number of

servers used were small.
• Resistant to various attacks such as CDV model and data

exchange attack.
• It is possible to verify whether the reconstructed result

is correct efficiently.
• Malicious servers can be identified.
• The probability of cheating success can be reduced.
Table 1 presents a comparison of the methods in the above

system. In Table 1, Case1 is the case of cheating verification
only, and Case2 includes identifying the malicious servers.
In addition, prime p′ is a relatively small value that does not
depend on the probability of cheating success, prime p is a
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sufficiently large value, and |x| represents the number of bits
of x. Let e in the RS method be k−1. In addition, × indicates
that it cannot be dealt with and △ implies a probability of
cheating success.

Notations: A–E in Table 1 represent the following:
• A: Computational cost for generating a share.
• B: Computation cost of the error correction code.
• C: Computational cost for generating one pseudo-

random number
• D: Computation cost for reconstructing secret informa-

tion.
• E: Computation cost for the error correction process
The following can be inferred from Table 1. For the

minimum number of servers (hereinafter referred to as the
minimum server setting), if parameter k of our proposed
method is k = 4 and the others are k = 2, the minimum
number of servers is two for the authenticator method, four
for the RS method, three for Harn et al.’s method, and two for
our proposed method.

In this case, the proposed method does not leak any secret
information, even if both servers are attacked. Therefore, for
other methods to resist the attack of up to two servers, if
k = 3, the minimum number of servers is three for the
authenticator method, seven for the RS method, and four
for Harn et al.’s method. By contrast, the proposed method
remained at two. This is referred to as the same attack setting.
In addition, when the parameter k of all methods is k = 4,
the minimum number of servers is four for the authenticator
method, ten for the RS method, and five for Harn et al.’s
method.

In addition, the minimum amount of data to be stored is
(3k − 2)|p′ | bits for the RS method and (k − 2)|p| bits for
the proposed method. Therefore, if the number of bits of p′ is
(k− 2)/(3k− 2) or less (approximately 1/3) for the number
of bits of p, the RS method is the smallest, followed by the
proposed method. We can state that our proposed method
satisfies requirement (1) from the above. However, the RS
method does not meet requirement (1) regarding the number
of servers.

Regarding support against the CDV model of cheating, the
authenticator method cannot be used regardless of k, and
Harn et al.’s method cannot be used because the conditions
are not met regardless of k if the number of servers is at a
minimum k + 1 and the two servers are malicious. The RS
method is resistant to attacks on up to k − 1 servers, and the
proposed method is resistant to attacks on all data servers.

Here, assuming a CDV model, the attacker knows the
secret information, but if the attacker is already part of the
system (for example, if the cloud administrator is the adver-
sary), the adversary knows the secret information in other
methods, and a CDV model can be realized. However, the
proposed method does not leak any secret information even
if the attacker is inside the system. Therefore, concerning our
proposed method, the CDV model is effective only when the
adversary learns secret information using another method.

Furthermore, because our proposed method is resistant to
data replacement attacks, we can state that it satisfies require-
ment (2) more strongly than other methods. However, the
authenticator method cannot be used efficiently, except for
verification in the OKS model.

In addition, the relationship between A to E is considered
to be A < D < B < C << E. In addition, Step 2
in Protocol 3 (distribution process) of the proposed method
can be realized by Lagrange interpolation. Therefore, the
proposed method requires the most significant computation
during the distribution process. However, the distribution can
be preprocessed beforehand and is not crucial because it is
performed only once.

In Case1, the RS method only needs to calculate 2(k − 1)
syndromes; therefore, in the minimum server setting, only
a minimum of two reconstructions are required (except for
Harn et al.’s method). Harn et al.’s method requires three
reconstructions, even when the minimum servers j = k + 1
are set. However, for ease of comparison, the computational
cost of syndrome generation is assumed to be the same as the
computational cost of Lagrange interpolation.

The number of reconstructions in the same attack setting
increases to four for the RS method and Harn et al.’s method
but remains at two for the authenticator and our proposed
methods. However, in our proposed method, parameter k is
larger than in other methods, and the computation cost for
Lagrange interpolation is also high; however, the number of
reconstructions is two at k = 4 in our proposed method and
four times at k = 3 in the RS method and Harn et al.’s
methods. Therefore, the proposed method is considered more
efficient in terms of the computation required for reconstruc-
tion.

In addition, when parameter k increases, the number of
restorations in the RS method and Harn et al.’s method also
increases; however, the proposed method does not change be-
cause the number of data servers can remain at two. However,
the cheating success probability, described later, remains at
1/p. Because our proposed method requires the generation
of t pseudo-random numbers, it is considered to have the
highest overall computational cost. However, other methods
require communication for t, and the communication process
often takes longer than the actual computational process.
Therefore, the proposed method realizes efficient processing
as a whole and satisfies requirement (3) when communication
is considered.

Corresponding to Case2 is possible for all methods other
than the authenticator method; however, the RS method has
the highest additional computational cost. In addition, be-
cause the RS method can identify only up to k− 1 malicious
servers, only one of four malicious servers can be identified
with the minimum server setting, and only two of seven ma-
licious servers can be identified with the same attack setting.
In addition, in Harn et al.’s method, malicious servers can
only be specified when the conditions are met. For example,
if one server is malicious, Harn et al.’s method cannot detect
it when setting the minimum number of servers, but it can be
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TABLE 1. Comparison with conventional method

Proposed Authenticator RS Harn et al.’s
method method method method

Required number of servers 1 < g ≤ k − 2 n ≥ k n ≥ 3k − 2 n > k
Amount of data to be stored g|p| 2n|p| 2n|p′| n|p|
CDV model of cheating △ × ◦ With condition
Data replacement attack △ × × ×
Computation cost (distribution) tC + gD 2nA kA+B nA
Computation cost (Case1) tC + gD 2D 2(k − 1)D jCkD
Additional computation cost (Case2) 0 × E (n− j)D
Probability of cheating success 1/pg−1 1/p 0 1/pj−k

detected by setting the number of servers to four.
In the proposed method, if k = 5 and the number of data

servers is three, one malicious server can be identified. In
addition, Harn et al.’s method requires more honest servers
depending on k, and the computation required increases.
However, our proposed method does not require an additional
computation cost for Case2 and can satisfy requirement (4)
if there are two honest data servers, regardless of k.

Finally, the cheating success probability is fixed at 1/p in
the authenticator method, and the cheating success probabil-
ity can be reduced to 0 for up to k−1 malicious servers in the
RS method. Harn et al.’s method and our proposed method
are 1/p when assuming the minimum server setting; however,
if the number of servers is increased by one, as described
above, it becomes 1/p2.

The RS method is the best from the viewpoint of the
probability of cheating success, but the RS method requires a
more significant amount of computation than other methods.
In our proposed method, the probability of successful cheat-
ing cannot be set to zero but can be arbitrarily reduced by
selecting the number of data servers, and it can be said that
requirement (5) is also satisfied.

Based on the above, the proposed method is considered
a verifiable secret sharing method that is more suitable for
the cloud than conventional methods (each with its own
advantages and disadvantages), efficiently satisfying all the
aforementioned requirements. In addition, these characteris-
tics become more apparent as k and n increase.

VI. CONCLUSION
This study extended the asymmetric secret-sharing method
by adding a simple process to realize the verification func-
tionality for the reconstructed result. The proposed method
meets all requirements for the cloud ecosystem and realizes
verification in a well-balanced and efficient manner.

We anticipate that implementation with a secure computa-
tion method can be performed successfully in a future study.
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APPENDIX A ALGORITHM FOR ASYMMETRIC SECRET
SHARING
Here, we present the detailed distribution and reconstruction
protocols for the original asymmetric secret sharing proposed
by Takahashi et al. [4] The number of key servers is deter-
mined at the time of cloud system configuration and is set
to l units (2 ≤ l ≤ k). In addition, each coefficient in the
distribution function of each secret information is expressed
as A(i) = [sij , ai1, . . . , aik−1]

T using a vector of degree k.

Protocol A.1: Distribution process
1) The user sends his ID[y] (y = 1, . . . , r) to the key

servers x1, . . . , xl.
2) Each key server that receives the ID[y] uses its own en-

cryption device and key keyj to compute Eid(y, j) =
Enc(ID[y], keyj) (j = 1, . . . , l) and sends it to the
user.

3) Upon receiving this information, the user computes
the following pseudo-random numbers using the data
identifier dID[sij ] (i = 1, . . . ,m) related to his/her
secret information.

qij = Enc (dID[sij ], Eid(y, j))

4) The user first sets the k − 1 − l degree of the partial
vector A

′

k−1−l(i) = [ail+1, . . . , aik−1]
T in the coeffi-

cient vector A(i) = [sij , ai1, . . . , aik−1]
T of k degree

using true random numbers. Then, the remaining par-
tial vector A

′

l(i) = [a1, . . . , al]
T in A(i) is computed

using the following equation (in addition to the pseudo-
random numbers Q = [qij , . . . , qmj ]

T generated in
Step 3 and ID sequence of the key servers):

ID of key servers : X ′ =

x1 · · · xk−1
1

...
. . .

...
xt · · · xk−1

t


A

′

l(i) = X
′−1Q

5) This allows the user to determine the partial vector
A(i)k−1 = [ai1, . . . , aik−1]

T of degree k − 1 in the
coefficient vector A(i) = [sij , ai1, . . . , aik−1]

T for the
distribution function of k degree.
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6) In addition, the user calculates the shares Wil+1, . . . ,Win

for data servers xl+1, . . . , xn using the same procedure
as the (k, n) threshold secret-sharing method based on
the coefficient matrix generated in Step 4.

7) The user sends the generated shares W1j , . . . ,Wmj

(j = l + 1, . . . , n) to each data server.

Protocol A.2: Reconstruction process

1) The user who wants to restore secret information si
selects any k servers from n servers x1, . . . , xn, and
sends his ID[y] and data identifier dID[sij ] of secret
information si.

2) Key servers that receive (ID[y], dID[sij ]) generate
Eid(y, j) using its own key keyj and pseudo-random
numbers qij = Enc(dID[sij ], Eid(y, j)), and send it
to the user.

3) Data servers that receive (ID[y], dID[sij ]) send the
shares Wij corresponding to the ID information back
to the user.

4) The user who receives the shares and pseudo-random
numbers generated by the servers uses them to restore
secret information si using the same means as the
(k, n) threshold secret sharing method.
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